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Eye tracking results
Eye tracking recording offered insight in to viewing pattern
of the participants. Figures 14-20 show heat map visualization of the viewing pattern of one participant, which was selected as a typical representative. Each participant has
unique viewing pattern and in this case summary heat map
did not offer good presentation. Figures 13-16 show results
for simple animations with variations in the elements. Even
though there was no reported difference in the perceived
duration, differences in the viewing pattern are obviously
present and influenced by the animation elements. In all
three simple geometrical animations gaze fixations are much
more concentrated in the case of animations with text and
scattered in case of animations with just objects moving.
Variation of color did not have any influence. In case of these
simple animations order in which they are shown to the
viewer also had influence. As animations are simple, viewer
had more concentrated gaze fixation first time he/she saw
the animation. The next time similar animation was shown to
the participant gaze fixations were more scattered as if
viewer was searching the screen for some information. Similarly as in the case of simple animations, Figure 17 shows that
presence of text concentrates gaze fixations on the animation and viewers are not searching throughout the screen for
more information. Figure 18 shows that presence of the
progress bar has a similar effect as the text, as gaze fixations
are concentrated. Looking at the heat map Figure 18a, could
lead to the conclusion that effect is stronger with progress
bar than with text, but results of other participants do not
support that clearly. More specialized experiment would be
advised. Eye tracking the viewing of the bicycle ride and appearing city animations show that participants were observing all of the elements of the animations. Whether those elements are distributed all over the screen of concentrated in
one area did not make any difference. More complex animations, as these two examples, are packed with elements for
the viewer to analyze thru whole duration of the animation.

Introduction
Many of everyday human tasks are infused with digital
content. It can be argued that whole humanity today,
with some exemptions, is highly accustomed to digital
content consumption. Digital content has to be processed by the user device. If the content is distributed
through the internet the content is processed by the
provider servers and users device. All of these processing tasks take time, additionally internet transfer of the
data takes time too. Sum of time that all of these tasks
take is called loading time. User experience can be influenced by the digital content loading time. User experience (UX) is how the user interacts with a product, and
the emotion and experiences this interaction creates.
There is a significant difference between loading time
and perceived loading time. It is well known that people
perceive time differently while waiting compared to
when performing an action. Action can be anything that
occupies viewers’ attention. One of the most used tools
for occupying viewers’ attention is loading animation,
although a simple game or some other activity can be
used also. Animation today is not limited to only animated series and movies. It is often used in applications,
websites and other various digital services and tools in
order to improve the appeal, usability, or to indicate a
change. However, there is currently a lack of well-regarded guidelines for animation in relation to user interfaces
(UI) on the different digital platforms (i.e. any type of
computers, including smartphones and tablets).
Loading animation can inform users about the expected
wait time, explanation of the process, reason for waiting,
indicate status, such as downloading, uploading or
saving data. There are several approaches to the loading
animation design. Progress indicators inform the user
that an operation is in progress. They can be classified as
determinate and indeterminate progress indicators, depending on whether they present how long a process
will take, or just inform the viewer that process is in
progress with uncertain amount of wait time. Graphic
presentation of the progress indicator is limited only by
the creativity of the designer and the technology used
for loading animation production.

Methods
In order to determine influence of loading animation
content and variations of its elements, 17 different animations were prepared using Adobe After Effects and
Cinema 4D, shown in figure 1. Animations had variations
concerning shape of the elements, color, content (text,
loading bar), and complexity. All animations were shown
in the same duration, 10 seconds, where some of them
repeated several times depending on the cycle length
(loop animation), while other run only once. Survey was
conducted in order to gather insight in to viewer’s perception of selected animations.
Aside the survey, eye tracking experiment was done in
order to observe participants viewing patterns of different animations. Gaze Point GP3 device and 24” computer monitor were used for this part of the research. 138
participants submitted their opinion on the shown animations trough the survey, while 10 new participants
were included in the eye tracking part of the experiment.

Figure 1: Animations used in the experiment

Results and discussion
Perceived duration of the animation / loading speed
Results of the survey revealed that simple loop animations were judged as not slow or fast loading (duration
of animation / speed of loading) by majority of the participants. All the simple geometrical animations showed
similar pattern with small deviations. Differences in the
animation elements (text and color) did not influence
perceived duration of the animation.
Variations in the 2D animation of walking dog with text
and with progress bar showed a difference in the perceived duration. Animation with text was perceived as
longer. This could be explained by the fact that progress
bar offered viewers additional information which occupied their attention and as a result the animation with
progress bar was perceived as shorter. Similarly, but to
lesser extent, as addition of progress bar in the previous
case, addition of the text to the 3D animation appearing
donut offered more content to the viewer. This in turn
resulted in shorter perceived time of the animation with
additional text message.
Presence of the text in the 3D animation of appearing
city did not produce any differences in the perceived
duration of the animation. Possibly due to the overall
complexity of the animation.

Conclusion
Loading animations play important role in UX design, and
must be taken in to consideration if users are waiting longer
than 1 second while using the mobile or computer application, web site, etc. Even if waiting is unavoidable it should be
made as pleasant as possible for the user. Results of the
survey showed that perception of animation duration could
be manipulated. Displaying text or progress bar could be
used as assets in achieving perception of shorter wait time.
The Eye tracing part of the experiment revealed that viewer
will search the screen for additional information if animation
is offering the same content in a loop. This could be countered by using text which holds the attention of the user for
the longer time. Using text or progress bar showed effectiveness in both simple and complex animations. Differences between effects of using progress bar and text were not conclusive and should be examined in more details in future experiments.
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